HERO, Inc

Come Join Us!

JOB Flyer

**Descriptive Title for Position:** HERO, Inc School Recreation Supervisor

**SR Supervisor Tasks, Activities & Training Opportunities:**

Every SR Supervisor will undergo a 2–3 day training period before being placed at an elementary school where they would be taught how to set up a school yard into sections for a variety of games, starting those games, how to lead mentor programs, lessons for when communicating with faculty, staff, parents and coming up with creative solutions for possible issues that might occur on the school yard. Once placed at a school, training supervisors will regularly visit a SR Supervisor’s school to check on progress, add any additional comments/pointers on how to make the yard and a SR Supervisor more effective.

An SR Supervisor’s day will consist of arriving at an elementary school site in the morning to assist with helping to get the kids organized and ready for school when on the yard. Once the kids go into the classroom the SR Supervisor will set up the yard using in depth knowledge from training, fellow coaches, training supervisors and self-creativity. When a yard is set up the SR Supervisor will get ready for recess and/or
physical activity. As the kids come out for recess and/or physical activity, the SR Supervisor’s responsibilities are now to interact and play with the kids while monitoring the yard. Playing with the kids includes moving around to all sections on the yard and joining in a few rounds of a game and then hopping out to move on to another section and game on the yard. Monitoring the yard includes moving with enthusiasm around the entire yard with the goal in making sure that all kids are playing safe, that kids are including each other in the games, making sure that you include new and exciting games for kids to play, motivating and encouraging the kids to do their best, trying new things and being aware that equipment is being played with appropriately. At the end of each day the SR Supervisor will put all equipment up that they had put out for the day.

Another responsibility of the SR Supervisor will be to help develop and maintain a Young Hero program. A Young Hero program is where students who are showing progress and dedication in their school work with the support of teachers and principals will become leaders of the students in the school not only in the classroom but in the school yard as well. Each SR Supervisor will help recruit students, hold training sessions, meetings and parties for the young heroes.

**Describe the Perfect SR Supervisor for School Site:** The perfect SR Supervisor is one that decides to get up in the morning and imagines making a child’s day better. This will be done by providing a safe but exciting environment for kids to play during recess and Physical Activity. During this time a SR Supervisor will motivate and build the self-esteem and leadership abilities of the students while having fun.

**Required Skills, Education:** High School degree and Being Positive, Patient, Enthusiastic, Dedicated, Motivating, Stern yet playful, Instructive.

**Rate of Pay/Stipend (if any):** Full time positions are available with a starting schedule of 25-35 hrs/week at $18/hr.

**Weekly Work Schedule Example:** - Potential SR Supervisors will work five days a week at one of our elementary school sites coming out to a total minimum of 25hrs and a maximum of 35hrs a week.

Mon. Tue, Wed, Thu, Fri from 8:00am - 1:00pm or 3:00pm

**Contact**

Training Supervisor: Shaka Gant-Kendricks

Phone: 510-712-4175

Email: shakakendricks@herobayarea.com